cloudtamer.io
Our mission is to make people’s
lives easier in the cloud through
innovative products built by
passionate employees.
cloudtamer.io is multi-cloud
governance software that gives
organizations clearer visibility into
cloud usage, better ways to control costs
and more scalable methods to automate
compliance in the cloud.
YEAR FOUNDED

2018

LEADERSHIP

Brian Price
CEO & Co-Founder

Joseph Spurrier
CTO & Co-Founder

EMPLOYEES

43

John Lynch
COO

COMPANY VALUES
✓ Innovate where there is opportunity. We encourage new ideas but
realize we don’t need to reinvent
every wheel.
✓T
 urn customers into fans. We know
successful customers will translate
into success for our team.

✓C
 ontinuously improve every day.
We want to be better today than we
were yesterday.
✓A
 lways share knowledge. We believe in freely and openly sharing
knowledge to build trust and ensure
success.

✓T
 ake ownership of individual efforts
but work as a team. We are most
effective when we leverage our individual strengths to power the team.
✓C
 elebrate our differences. We seek
to grow a diverse team with unique
backgrounds and experiences to
challenge the status quo.

TRUSTED BY

cloudtamer.io www.cloudtamer.io | info@cloudtamer.io

CONTINUOUS COMPLIANCE

AUTOMATION AND ORCHESTRATION

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

Save hours with
effortless enforcements

Prevent blown
budgets

Block security breaches
in your sleep

Apply cloud rules — (like, “deny
creation of public objects”) — just
once, and they’ll apply automatically
on new accounts. Plus, see all your
policies right on your org chart.

Get alerts or cut off spending when
you hit your limit. Trim 30% off your total
cloud bill. And create spend plans that
match your real-life plan — across ALL
your cloud providers.

Use our compliance checks to
auto-align with established standards
like NIST and CIS or build your own from
scratch. Then, fix issues automatically
or on-demand in the dashboard.

FEATURES:

FEATURES:

FEATURES:

✓ Comprehensive Cloud Boundaries

✓ Proactive Budget Enforcements

✓ Self-Service Account Provision

✓ Reactive Savings Opportunities

✓ Detailed Org Chart View

✓ Project-Level Fund Allocation

✓ Customizable Compliance Checks
✓ Plug-And-Play NIST & CIS Compliance
✓ Trend-Spotting Dashboard

INTEGRATES WITH:

LOCATION | Fulton, Maryland

CONNECT WITH US

CONTACT US
www.cloudtamer.io
info@cloudtamer.io
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